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Artists at Ashgrove Court
The Registered Tenant’s Organisation at Newton
Stewart successfully applied for an Age Scotland
grant aimed at tackling loneliness and isolation
and were awarded £275. They used the grant to
employ a staff member, James Galloway, from
Turning Point Scotland’s Access Art. James
designed and facilitated a six-week art project the
main aim of which was to encourage and develop
individual and group skills while providing a range
of social and creative benefits for the tenants.
The group were encouraged to share their ideas
and chose to focus on places of historical interest
in their local community. During the first meeting
they discussed their experiences and memories
of living in the area and this helped them select,
and then source, the places and visuals that
would inform the project. The tenants went on
to use various techniques to produce some very
eye catching artwork of places of interest in
Newton Stewart.

The finished artworks produced during the
sessions were exhibited at Ashgrove Court. The
group were encouraged to participate at every
stage of the process, including organising the
exhibition, and this served to reinforce ownership
of the project. The artists, with the assistance of
staff at the development, sourced local businesses
to produce products featuring their artwork.

Galloway Angling printed their
images onto mugs, coasters and place mats
while Wigtownshire Historical Newspapers
designed and printed calendars. All items
produced were on display and for sale at the
opening event which was a great success.
Enough funds were raised to cover the cost of
producing these items plus a profit which tenants
will put towards phase 2 of the project. For phase
2 of the project the group plans to complete
more artworks, create a Monopoly game featuring
their art, and have also proposed selling the items
produced in a local retail outlet or online shop.
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Welcome to the first Trust Talk of 2017. As I
write this it seems that Spring is nearly upon
us, with increasingly longer days and the much
anticipated arrival of daffodils... However that
does not prevent us, in this issue, from looking
back at happy times and festivities over the
Christmas season. As you will see from the
Development News pages there were many
parties! And may I congratulate the creative
and talented individuals at our Netherlee and
Markinch developments who won the hotly
contested Trust Crafty Christmas competition.
2017 is off to a busy and exciting start for Trust.
This edition provides the opportunity to update
you on the positive changes we will be making
as we continue to implement our Bright Future
business strategy. I hope you will enjoy reading
about our plans to install Wi-Fi in all our staffed
developments. Whilst this will take some time to
do, it will unlock so many benefits for both our
tenants and for Trust. In the meantime we press
on with our plans to build more new homes and
to continue to invest in our existing homes to
ensure we have houses that are truly fit for the
future.
Another exciting new approach is using
technology to improve the way in which we can
research your opinions. By updating the ways we
get your feedback we can respond more quickly
and ensure we are always aware of the things
we get right, and where we can do better. And
on the subject of customer satisfaction – we are
delighted to share with you in this Trust Talk our
very latest Care Inspectorate grades, where we
have attained the highest possible marks of 6 –
denoting excellent services.

For myself I have been out and about travelling
these past weeks. It has been nice to visit some
of those developments which lie a bit further
away from the central belt of Scotland. One
memorable visit was to Glenluce, down in the
far south west, to celebrate the 25th anniversary
of the development. Another trip allowed me
to meet many of our tenants at Strachur – and
to observe the abundance of wild birds and
wonderful views. I have been able to visit by far
the majority of our developments now – and I
look forward to making it to the remainder as this
year progresses.
If you have any feedback or comments please
do get in touch at 0131 444 4940 or email
RMcLeod@trustha.org.uk

@trust_housing
trust housing
Introduction From Our CEO
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Lingo Flamingo Graduates

Staying Active

Six tenants from Pollokshaws have proved you’re never too old to learn by completing a 10-week
Spanish course through Lingo Flamingo. They all started at different stages, some were just brushing
up while others were starting from scratch, but all enjoyed learning the language and found the
course fun. On graduation day they were presented with certificates and a graduation mortar board
by their tutor Sandy. The graduates celebrated by dancing to Spanish music and tucking in
to some paella.

Tenants at Tillicoultry joining in at the Healthy Active Ageing Workshop held at the development in January.

Healthy Active Ageing Workshop
Tenants at Airdrie recently participated in the Healthy Active Ageing Workshop with Doug Anthony
from Age Scotland. Tenants enjoyed playing strength and balance bingo (a fun way of getting
everyone moving) as well as the balloon brain tour and brain boosters quiz. The workshop
showcased what everyone can do, whatever their age, to keep the brain healthy. Doug has visited
almost 20 developments across the country who expressed an interest in the workshop.
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Disability Living Week
Dermot, from our Calton Development in Glasgow, was recently a star of the small screen as part of
Disability Living Week. Dermot was interviewed at the development by BBC Scotland TV and radio
reporter Ian Hamilton. The BBC produced a short film based on the interview that was featured on
the Reporting Scotland national evening news, BBC Radio Scotland, The Herald newspaper and
other online news channels.
The interview focused on Dermot’s improved
quality of life and living conditions since he
moved to a Trust development. Dermot said “I felt
like a second-class citizen, it was very degrading
and I was very depressed. I really felt like life was
not worth living… Getting an accessible home
has transformed my life, I have finally got my
independence back and can get out every day,
go wherever I want and meet people.”

Development News
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Leadership Team Visit
Jenny Wallace, Head of Housing and Support
Services, recently visited Whinnieknowe Gardens in
Nairn as part of the Leadership Team Development
Visits. The annual development visit provides staff an
opportunity to meet with a member of the Leadership
Team to discuss a range of issues including the
services we provide to our tenants, the support we
provide to our staff and any other areas of interest. It is also an ideal opportunity to meet with tenants
and get an insight into a typical “day in the life” of the development.
Several of the tenants enjoyed a cup of tea, a slice of cake, and had a good chat with Jenny and
Stephanie the Coordinator at Nairn. The red squirrels were out to play and kept everyone entertained
out of the lounge window throughout the coffee morning. Jenny also spent time having a look around
the development and chatting to Stephanie, telling her that it had been a wee while since she had last
been at Whinnieknowe Gardens.

New Tenant Satisfaction
Survey Prize Draw
Mr Walter Ewing was the lucky winner of the
new tenant satisfaction prize draw. Pictured is
Grahame Latto, Service Manager, presenting
Walter with the £50 voucher.

Happy Birthday
Norman!
Happy birthday to Norman MacGregor who
was 90 years young on the 6th of November. To
celebrate, his family and staff held a party for him
at the Hamilton development. Norman’s daughter
Janet attended and is pictured here dancing with
her Dad.
Staff made food and helped with all the tenants
who attended. The Caledonians sang and
Norman, dressed in his highland gear, said he
felt like royalty. A family friend made a cake
shaped like a bottle of whisky and the tenants
and staff presented him with an engraved hip
flask and a bottle of malt. A wonderful night
was had by all and the guest of honour was
impressed that everyone had managed to keep
the party a secret.

100th Birthday
Maddie Munnoch turned 100 on the 23rd October 2016. Her
party was held at the East Kilbride development the next day;
Maddie had a lovely time and was totally surprised by it all.
There was a piper, singer Julie Max, and an Elvis impersonator
for entertainment at the party. They were also joined by a couple
of special guests as Rhona McLeod CEO and local MSP Linda
Fabiani both attended. A great time was had by all.
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Celebrating 10 Years
Mission Place, Motherwell recently celebrated
10 years since opening. Tenants, staff and
their family and friends celebrated in style with
champagne, a buffet supper and music by singer
Christian. Tenants and staff enjoyed sharing
memories and stories about the development.
They also reflected on their successes in the
last 10 years, including

winning the ‘Best
Development’ award in 2015
at the Trust Recognition
Awards, raising over £10,000
for countless charities and good causes,
establishing good links with local community
groups, and forming many, many friendships over
the years. They’re now all looking forward to new
and exciting adventures in the future.

£10,000 Grant From Awards For All
Our Loanhead development in Midlothian
recently submitted a successful bid for £10,000
of lottery funding.
Staff and tenants will use the money for a range
of activities including keep fit classes, table
tennis, flower arranging and bird song workshops
– so tenants can identify the birds that visit their
garden by their songs. They also plan to buy a
large shed with work benches and carpentry
tools. Staff will also be arranging trips across
Scotland for all tenants.

The variety of activities and trips is to make sure
every tenant benefits in some way and has more
choice. It will also increase socialising at the
development and give tenants the opportunity
to learn new skills. The local community will be
invited to some of the activities so there is a
chance to meet new people and create a lively
atmosphere at the development.

Christmas Lunch
Pictured is the social club at Caldercruix enjoying an afternoon
of Scottish music with Kirk James and the bingo group enjoying
their Christmas lunch.

Thank You!
Staff and tenants would like to make
special mention of the volunteers at
the development for all their hard work.
“A huge thank you to Sheena, Irene,
Rosemary and Eileen our domestic
because she is a fabulous member of
staff who goes above and beyond for all
the tenants at Airdrie.” The volunteers
are a valuable part of the community
at Dunrobin Gardens and the tenants
appreciate everything they do.
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Crafty Christmas Competition Winners
The quality of entries from the developments for this year’s Crafty Christmas Competition was so high
that we couldn’t settle on one winner and decided to award both Netherlee and Markinch the top
prize. Both developments received a £50 contribution to be used as the tenants wish. Very well done
to both developments, but also to everyone who submitted photos to be judged – they were all truly
impressive and a great representation of the spirit of Christmas.

Netherlee

Tenants at Netherlee were rather reluctant to
participate in the competition at first as they felt
they did not have the crafty skills required to
enter as individuals. However, after some gentle
persuasion by Beatrice Anderson, Coordinator,
who pointed out what skills they have and how
they could put them to use, they decided they
would work as a group on a project.
They decided to recreate the Nativity. They made
the stable from scratch using parts from an old
wardrobe a tenant was clearing out and the
costumes and crowns were made from old table
cloths. Curtains and shirts were donated which
one tenant worked tirelessly to sew up, with
some help from Beatrice, while others worked on
making the bales of hay and the crib from banana
boxes with straw glued on.
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Markinch

Staff and tenants at Markinch were very busy in the run up to Christmas making crafts for Christmas
and the competition. A bottle bag was made by tenant Mary Wallace, who also makes gorgeous
tweed handbags, as well as a tweed garland with the scraps she had leftover. Kath Parker
contributed by knitting a snowman, Santa and Christmas crackers while Mary Gray baked a fabulous
Christmas cake. Helen Grieve cross-stitched several stockings and coasters were created by tenant
Anne Braid. Anne has macular degeneration and finds close work difficult but, Coordinator Naomi
Anderson introduced her to adult colouring books and she manages these with ease. Her son took
several of her designs and sent them away to be made into coasters and they came out a treat. Well
done to these tenants and everyone at Markinch who contributed!

All the tenants were invited to attend the Nativity
on the 7th December and enjoyed a sing song
of carols followed by mince pies and hot drinks.
It was a wonderful day for all involved and has
made quite a few tenants realise they all have
different skills that they can put to good use
and see what they can achieve when they work
together.

Development News

Development News
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Christmas Party
Tenants at Bedford Court, Alloa, enjoyed their Christmas party on the 16th December. Santa made an
appearance along with his helpers: Coordinator Yvonne Mrozs and tenant Liz Agate. Liz baked all the
cakes for the party and each tenant received a personal Christmas cake, also made by Liz.

The Newton Hotel
On the 22nd of December tenants and staff from Whinnieknowe Gardens in Nairn travelled by
minibus to the Newton Hotel for a wonderful Christmas lunch. Driving the minibus was Coordinator
Stephanie’s husband who made the effort to dress up like an elf, much to the amusement of the
tenants. At the end of the meal Secret Santa gifts were handed out to all in attendance. Tenants and
staff enjoyed their day immensely and are hoping to try and arrange a similar outing to Newton Hotel
in the summer.

A Poem and a Party at Pollok
Outside the reindeer and Christmas lights shone brightly in the dark
Inside Yuletide decorations and trees appeared and ignited that certain spark
All the tenants looking their best, each one so grand
To attend the festive meal, which was perfectly planned
And the kitchen staff as ever produced a meal so wonderfully appetising
After the dinner some young local dancers took to the floor
When their performance was finished we shouted for an encore
Next up was Tommy Twigg our entertainer for the evening
Who sang and joked and jollied the night along which made it so pleasing
All sorts of people attended the party; family, friends and tenants themselves
Young folk and older folk, walking Christmas trees and also some elves
When the time came for the evening to draw to its natural ending
We’re sure everyone had the start of that Christmas glow which we had been intending.

Christmas Carols
Tenants at Airdrie would like to say a huge thank you to the children of Dunrobin Primary School for
coming along and entertaining everyone with their carol singing. A great time was had by all and it
kicked off the Christmas festivities fabulously. After the performance tenant Archie Ralston dressed as
Santa to give out gifts to the children in the choir.

Christmas Party
Inverness tenants held their Christmas party on
Friday 23rd December 2016. Tenants enjoyed
a game of pass the parcel and entertainment
was provided by a country and western band.
Pictured is tenant David Donald singing with
performers Sandy and Walter during the concert.
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Christmas
Celebrations

Skittles

Guide Dog Visit

Tenants at Tillicoultry enjoying a game of skittles.

Stephanie Wallace, Coordinator at Whinnieknowe
Gardens, recently invited local guide dog user
Rob Taylor and his guide dog Kirsty to the
development to chat on an informal basis about
life with a guide dog, and the training process for
the guide dog.

Tenants at Joppa enjoyed a
Christmas dinner together, the
table was festively decorated
with Christmas crackers and
party hats for everyone.

Mocktail Madness
In the run up to Christmas, Lewis Street tenants
enjoyed an afternoon of festive nibbles and
mocktails, followed by a quiz. The unusual snacks
on offer included haggis tartlets and Christmas
pudding truffles. The most popular mocktail was
the Mock Pink Champagne, but the Fiery Flamer
proved to be a popular choice too as a winter
warmer. Drinks and nibbles were followed by a quiz, which was very successful, and a game of bingo
which was bit of a challenge as several people had never played before. The afternoon was prepared
and run by Caroline (Coordinator) with the help of her husband and was thoroughly enjoyed by all
who attended, so much so that they are very keen to hold a similar event next Christmas
Pictured: Two Lewis Street tenants with their Faith, Fellowship and Friendship group leader,
Jane Harlington, just about to start the quiz.

From Russia
with Love
Did Trust get a visit from the Kremlin or the
Customer Panel? Customer Panel members
Mary McInally (Crown Terrace) and Fiona Graham
(Lewis Street, Stornoway) dressed for winter,
and off to attend the Customer Panel at the
Glasgow office.

The tenants asked lots of questions which Rob
managed to answer and they learned that a
guide dog is trained for two years before they are
matched to a blind or partially sighted person.
The tenants said they found the chat very
informative. Both Rob and Kirsty enjoyed their
visit – Rob enjoyed his cup of coffee and Kirsty
enjoyed her drink of water and chew stick!

Dìnnear na Nollaig
Bha fichead‘s a dha daoine còmhla aig
Shulishader Beag airson dìnnear na Nollaig.
Bha e gle mhath. (22 tenants and friends joined
together at Shulishader Beag, in Portree, for
Christmas Dinner. It was very enjoyable.)
Special thanks to tenants Tommy McCord,
John Ward and Dave Mott for all their help on
the day.
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Resident Knitter

A Toast To Burns

Mrs Joan Henry is a tenant at Crusader Court,
Livingston. In her spare time Joan has been
knitting jumpers for “chip shop babies” in Africa
and to date she has knitted over one hundred
garments. Fellow tenants and staff at Crusader
Court think this is a marvellous achievement.
Joan explained that the term “chip shop babies”
began as often new born babies arrived into the
world and had no clothes to put on therefore
they were wrapped in newspaper to keep warm,
just like a fish supper. Joan enjoys knitting as she
feels it keeps her brain active and is all for a very
worthwhile cause.

January 25th marks the birthdate of Scotland’s
greatest poet, Robert Burns, and all over the
world Burns Suppers are held in his honour.
Lewis Street, Stornoway was no exception this
year. Caroline, the Coordinator, and her family
hosted a Burns style supper tea in the lounge
at Lewis Street. The lounge was decorated with
tartan bunting and well set tables with thistle centrepieces in preparation for the 30 diners! The
evening commenced with a welcome, followed by the Immortal Memory speech and toast to Burns.
One of the tenants, John Ferguson, then addressed the Haggis very effectively. He then led the
Selkirk Grace as is the tradition at these types of function.
The food was excellent; for starters they enjoyed cock-a-leekie soup, followed by steak pie, haggis,
neeps and tatties and finished off with a delicious Scottish trifle. A quiz about Burns and Scotland
rounded off the evening. It’s the first time that this has been held at the development and hopefully
won’t be the last. Many thanks to all those who put in the hard work and effort, before, during, and
after the event.

Bingo
Joppa tenants enjoying a game of bingo, which they play every Thursday night at the development.

Pictured: Coordinator Caroline Waddell and John Ferguson about to address the haggis while their
fellow diners look on.

January 25th
Tillicoultry enjoyed a Burns Supper, both staff
and tenants making an effort to get into the spirit,
many of them wearing tartan for the occasion.

Burns Night
Tenants at Raven’s Court,
Motherwell celebrated Burns
Night with a fish supper and
evening entertainment, provided
by singer Kirk James, which was
thoroughly enjoyed by all.
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Case Study

Burns Supper

We Would Like You To Meet…Tom Bell

Tenants at Joppa marked Burns night by enjoying a traditional Burns supper of haggis, neeps
and tatties.

Tom Bell, aged 80, has been a Trust tenant for
almost 14 years having moved to Craiginn Court,
Blackridge in 2003 with his wife Wilma. Tom was
born in Bathgate in 1936, but has a connection
to the area as both Wilma’s parents are from
Blackridge. Looking to downsize, Tom and Wilma
moved to Craiginn Court, he says they “love living
here, it’s a nice place to live”, and that there’s a
good community. Over the years he has been an
active member of the local community, previously
serving on the gala day committee that meets at
the local community centre, where his wife also attends art classes. Tom was also a member of the
steering committee that successfully campaigned against the decision by Network Rail, Transport
Scotland and the Scottish Government not to include Blackridge in the original plans for the AirdrieBathgate rail line.
More recently, Tom has had a very memorable 2016. Both Tom and Wilma attended the Queen’s
Garden Party at the Palace of Holyroodhouse on July 5th, which they both thoroughly enjoyed and
Tom refers to as one of “three highlights of 2016.” Later that month they welcomed a new arrival
into their family as their great-granddaughter Evie was born on the 26th. Pictured below are four
generations: Wilma holding baby Evie, along with daughter Caroline and granddaughter Joanne. It
wasn’t too long before the couple had cause to celebrate again. On November 12th Tom and Wilma
both turned 80 and had a joint birthday bash to mark the special occasion. “Wilma’s birthday is the
9th November, I am three days younger… we had a disco, it was a great night and one teenager
even said she couldn’t wait until our 90th.” You can’t get better feedback than that! With a busy and
unforgettable year behind them, who knows what 2017 will hold for the couple, but they are already
looking ahead to 2018 to celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary.
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Customer Involvement

GOPWA

Reach Out Fund – Get Your Application In!

Tenants at Crown Terrace generously donated videos to Glasgow Old Peoples Welfare Association
(GOPWA). The items donated will be passed on to the charity shop and help generate income for the
charity. GOPWA has been around in Glasgow for 67 years helping older people to feel less isolated
and lonely. They offer friendship, care, trust and help to all senior citizens. For more information on
GOPWA contact 0141 221 9924 or visit http://gopwa.co.uk/

It’s that time of year again! If your development has a Registered Tenants’ Organisation (RTO), get
your thinking caps on to decide on a new project that would be eligible to bid for money from the
Trust Reach Out Fund.

Strathcarron Hospice
Tenants from Tillicoultry donated non-perishable foods to fill a hamper.
The hamper was raffled in aid of Strathcarron Hospice. Margret Bassford
was the lucky winner and the total raised was £132.

Dip For Dementia
Carol Ferguson, Coordinator at Matheson Road,
participated in the Dementia Dip in the sea raising
£1,000 for Alzheimer Scotland. Carol said she felt
compelled to take part as “Dementia has touched
me both at home and at work.” The fourth annual
Dementia Dip took place on Boxing Day at Gress
Beach, once again proving to be a fun way of
raising much needed funds for the service.
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And if you don’t have an RTO – there’s still time to create one!
Last year saw some fantastic work from developments who reached out into their neighbouring
communities, building new links and relationships. Some of the projects included creating a Winter
Music Festival open to everyone locally, or working in new ways with local youth groups and their
parents and leaders.
The whole point is to “spread the word” about the good work that Trust does.
A panel of tenants and staff will judge the Reach Out Fund bids and make the awards. Get your bid in
before the 31st of May!
An easy-to-complete application form is available from Katrina Hamilton, Customer Engagement on
0131 444 4956 or KHamilton2@trustha.org.uk. Get in touch today! Contact Katrina if you want to
start an RTO.

Reach Out Fund 2016
Last Trust Talk we featured Brodick and Crown Terrace, both successful recipients of the 2016 Reach
Out Fund. The Fund was set up to encourage and enable tenants to reach out to their neighbours,
whether that be participating in new activities or working on projects together. On the following pages
we have further updates on how some of our successful bidders have been getting on.

Customer Involvement
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Reach Out – Airdrie
Tenants from Airdrie were joined by members of the local community on a trip to Summerlee Heritage
Centre as part of a reminiscence session. Summerlee is the museum of Scottish industrial life and is
based around the site of a 19th century ironworks. Summerlee was one of Scotland’s most important
ironworks, opened in 1836 and closed in 1926.

Update from the
Customer Panel
It’s been a busy few months for the Trust
Customer Panel.
We have completed our work looking at
communication within Trust. We generally
found that communication was good, but
that did not stop us from making a number of
recommendations on how it could be improved!
The Board will consider these and then an
action plan will be created to make sure that the
changes filter through the whole organisation.
More detail will be provided in the next Trust Talk.

Reach Out – Mission Place
Tenants at Mission Place reached out to the local Boys
Brigade to work with them on a gardening project. The first
stage of the project was to dig out a small area at the front
of the building and fill this with pebbles in order to make a
rockery. Tenants also asked for a high potting bench and a
raised planter, which the Boys Brigade constructed, for the
back garden. The tenants are delighted with the results so far.
The funding was also used to link up with the local Neighbourhood Networks group and their New
Zealand branch via Skype at an evening held at Mission Place. Tenants and members of the network,
who regularly meet up for social events, benefit from these intergenerational sessions. The meetings
help to reduce social isolation as attendees enjoy friendship and support from each other.

As well as developing new recommendations, we
have also been involved in turning our previous
recommendations into reality. This has included
reviewing the Trust Lettable Standard – the
standard that new tenants can expect when they
move into their new home. We have also been
involved in exploring how best to make sure
that everyone understands that they should be
returning their property at that standard too when
they move out. All this is going to be piloted
across a number of developments from April,
so that it can be tried out, and lessons learned,
before it rolls out across the whole of Trust.
Another exciting development has been that
we hosted 17 tenants from Hanover Housing
Association at our meeting in January. Hanover
has no tenants involved in scrutiny yet, so they
were very keen to hear our experiences and
learn from our progress so far.

We had hoped to recruit some new Panel
members in February but unfortunately the snow
that Storm Doris brought meant that the selection
event had to be postponed. There will be an update
on new appointments in the next Trust Talk.
Unfortunately, we also saw the resignation of our
Chair Anne Hood, who has stepped down due
to ill-health. The new Chair will be Mary McInally
from Crown Terrace. We would like to thank
Anne very much indeed for all her commitment
and energy. And we’d like to wish our new Chair
“all the best” in her new role.

Our Voice
Do you have an opinion about how people can
work together to improve health and social care?
If so, Our Voice is based on a vision where
people who use health and care services,
carers and the public are enabled to engage
purposefully with health and social care providers
to continuously improve and transform services.
People will be provided with feedback on the
impact of their engagement, or a demonstration
of how their views have been considered.
Our Voice operates at an individual, local and
national level to support improvement and to
empower people to be equal partners in their care.
More information can be found from:
Information Officer
Scottish Health Council
Delta House
50 West Nile Street
Glasgow G1 2NP
Telephone: 0141 225 5556
Email: ourvoice@scottishhealthcouncil.org
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Care Inspectorate
What are our inspections saying about Trust?
They are telling us we are excellent!
Branch 6 was inspected at the end of last year
and we’re delighted to tell you that we were
awarded the top grade of ‘excellent’ for the care
and support we provide.

They concluded that Branch 6 developments had
a very warm, welcoming environment with staff
carrying out their roles in a friendly, supportive
way, mindful of the individual needs and desired
outcomes of the tenants they support.

National Care
Standards Consultation
Thank you to the tenants that took part in the Scottish Government’s
National Care Standards consultation, it’s greatly appreciated. Special
thanks to those who attended sessions with ourselves at Kinghorn,
Markinch, and West Lodge Gardens, Alloa who invited tenants from
the nearby Tillicoultry development. We expect to hear the outcome of
the consultation soon.

Care Inspectorate –
Corson Court and
Dunrobin Gardens
Corson Court, Bellshill and
Dunrobin Gardens, Airdrie were
recently inspected by the Care
Inspectorate when the following
grades were awarded.

• Quality and Leadership
• Quality of Care and Support
• Quality of Staffing
The inspector visited both our developments
in Stornoway and sent out questionnaires to
tenants living in Dunfermline and Kinghorn.

Many congratulations to all that took part and
played a role in getting the services recognised
as providing excellent care and support.

The inspector said the tenants spoke very highly
of staff at each of the developments, and the
service was focused on the individual needs of
the tenants and how they could be supported to
achieve their goals and outcomes.

Very well done to everyone!
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5 Very Good
5 Very Good
5 Very Good

The photo shows the Coordinators from Branch 7 going over the final Care Inspectorate report at
the recent Branch meeting where much discussion took place regarding points raised during the
inspection and the final report outcome. Coordinators Margaret McSeveney and Ann Nicoll gave
feedback to staff on the inspection experience and how much they enjoyed seeing the positive outcome
from the work that is carried out across all developments in preparation for inspections.

Care Inspectorate
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Health, Safety & Wellbeing

Money Pages

A Zero Tolerance
Approach to
Violence and
Aggression
Towards Trust Staff

At Trust, we expect our employees to
communicate with you, or your representatives,
in a polite and courteous manner. In return, we
ask that the same consideration is shown to our
staff whether in person or over the telephone.

Welcome to the money pages. Here is the
round up of the help available from your
Local Authority and Department for Work
and Pensions (DWP).

Under Health and Safety legislation, Trust
Housing Association has a legal responsibility to
provide a safe and secure working environment
for all employees.

Our Zero Tolerance approach towards violent or
aggressive behaviour will be part of the support
offered throughout Trust.

Sadly, more recently, we have experienced an
increase in incidents of violence and aggression
towards our staff.
We are keen to work together with you, our
tenants, to adopt a zero tolerance approach
whereby aggressive or violent behaviour towards
our staff is recognised as unacceptable in all
circumstances.

We remain committed to ensure that all our
tenants can engage with us and benefit from the
support our staff can offer where this is required.
We will continue to ensure that our employees
are fully supported to assist with enhancing
services and improving standards for you.

With your help, we can ensure our staff can carry
out their role without fear of violence, aggression,
intimidation or harassment.
Your cooperation is appreciated.

Entitlement Based on Disability
Conditions, Income & Savings
NOT Counted

Benefits Up – Rating

High

The annual up rating of benefit payment rates
for those aged 60 and over will take effect
during 3rd-12th April 2017.
Due to the rates changing you may be entitled
to more money. To ensure you are receiving
your correct and full entitlement, please ask for
a benefit check from your local advice centre or
speak to your Coordinator. All rates shown below
are weekly rates.
This brief summary is only a rough guide not a
statement of law; further information is available
from your Coordinator or by contacting The
Pension Service or your Local Authority Housing
and Council Tax Benefit Office.
Rates From
April 2017

Single

Couple

Pension Credit
(Guarantee)

£159.35

£243.25

Pension Credit
(Savings age
65 and over)

£13.20

£14.90

Disability Living
Allowance Care

Middle

Low

£83.10 £55.65 £22.00

Disability Living
Allowance Mobility

£58.00

£22.00

Attendance
Allowance

£83.10

£55.65

Personal
Independence
Payments (PIP)

Enhanced

Standard

Daily Living
component

£83.10

£55.65

Mobility
component

£58.00

£22.00

The Easy Guide to Benefits for
the 60+
Many older people are still not sure what they are
entitled to and miss out on a great deal. The Easy
Guide to Benefits for the 60+ has been produced
by Trust Housing Association.
The guide explains the most commonly received
benefits in straightforward, easy to understand
language. This will help older people to know
who is entitled to receive these benefits, and
which of them they are eligible to apply for.
Copies of the guide should be available in
development lounges, or alternatively you can
download a copy from www.trustha.org.uk.
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Welfare Benefits Service

Going Digital!

Trust Housing Association employs a Welfare Benefits Officer to
support applicants and tenants to maximise their income and apply
for all the benefits they are entitled to. Potential tenants are offered
a benefit check and a chat about their financial circumstances and
options available to them. We offer free, confidential and impartial
advice and assistance with the claim process. We are not just about
letting out the property, we want to make sure that our tenants are
happy and secure and not worrying about how they are going to
afford the next month’s rent.

As many of you will be aware we have recently
installed Wi-Fi in a few of our developments as
part of a pilot exercise. This has proved to be
hugely successful with very positive feedback
from tenants in these developments. An
evaluation of the pilot was taken to our Board
in December and we have now received their
approval to install Wi-Fi in all of our staffed
developments, where technically possible, over
a four-year period.

The Welfare Benefits Officer is Aisha Nadeem.
Local staff have been given training by Aisha, and can help with
any queries you have regarding benefits etc.
If you would like more information on benefits please speak with your local staff member. If you’re a
general needs tenant you can contact Aisha using the details below:
Office Direct Line: 0131 444 4969
Mobile: 07899 987 769
(please only call between 9am and 5pm, Monday to Thursday and 9am and 3.45pm Friday).

The Wi-Fi will be installed by a company called
Social Telecoms and they are currently surveying
some of our developments to help us draw
up an installation programme. Once we have
agreed the criteria for prioritising developments
we will give you more information on where you
are likely to be in the programme. A new Digital
Participation Officer will lead on the delivery of
this programme.

Email: anadeem@trustha.org.uk

The last few months have been a very busy and exciting time for the Board. Our new Board Members
have settled in well and have been getting involved in developments visits, meeting with tenants, and
undertaking an induction training programme.

Through our Bright Future strategy we have also committed to digital participation, and as an organisation
we understand that having connected customers is a key to success. In December the Board agreed to
the installation of Wi-Fi in our developments and this work will be undertaken over a four-year period.
Finally, at our February Board meeting the Asset Management Strategy was approved. As part of
our growth aspirations we need to ensure our homes are attractive to tenants now and in the future.
Through our Asset Management Strategy we will look at remodelling and improving our current stock
to better meet the needs of our current and future customers.
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Whilst we will not be installing Wi-Fi in individual
general needs or amenity properties we do plan
to help those tenants to get online and for all
tenants to have the option of communicating
digitally with Trust as outlined in our Digital Strategy.
Should you have any questions about this
exciting initiative please do not hesitate to
contact your Service Manager.

Board Update – February 2017

A number of strategies have been given Board approval which underpin our overall Bright Future
strategy and support our aspirations to grow Trust into a thriving and sustainable business. In
December, the Board signed off the Digital Strategy which is a vital piece of work and will help to
further develop the services we deliver, how we work as an organisation and interact with our tenants.

The tenants in developments involved in the
pilot have reported a whole new life has been
opened up for them. They are enjoying the
opportunity to learn about new things, shop
online and keep in touch with family and friends
throughout the world.

Wi-Fi will be installed throughout the
development and will be available to all
tenants in individual flats and communal areas.
We will provide a kiosk, which is like a large
tablet device, in the lounge for the first year.
Support will be provided to source training and
Digital Champions (people who are more familiar
with digital technology) will be identified from
within the development to assist with training
and support.
Money Pages
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Notification of Increase in Rents
and Service Charges
You will have received a letter detailing what your
individual rent and service charges will be from
1st April 2017. If you pay by direct debit this
will be amended for you automatically, however,
if you pay by standing order you will have to
notify your bank of the changes. If you have
any queries please contact the Income Team
on 0131 444 1200.

Customer Satisfaction Surveying
– A New Digital Approach
We’re delighted to let you know that Trust will be
introducing an innovative new ‘digital’ approach
to completing customer satisfaction surveys
over the coming year. Traditionally we sent out
paper surveys to all tenants, but from May 2017
onwards will be providing options to complete
the survey using iPads in our developments and
online for all tenants. These changes have been
introduced following feedback from tenants and
staff and we have, based on this feedback, also
reduced the length of the survey from over 30
questions to around 15.

Paper surveys will be available for anyone who
does not want to use an iPad or is not able to
attend the ADM. Service Managers and Property
Officers will be on hand to take note of any
areas of dissatisfaction and put a plan of action
in place.
For tenants living in our amenity and general
needs properties, it is not practical or cost
effective to use iPads but we will be offering the
option to complete the survey via the internet in
addition to paper surveys.
We are pleased to have been able to positively
respond to tenant feedback, and we are
confident that offering options to complete the
surveys digitally will provide a more engaging
experience for tenants and very much fits
with our ambitions to become more digital as
an organisation – providing more choice for
tenants and helping tenants get online while
also reducing costs and our carbon footprint.

Here at Trust Housing Association we continue
to lead the way in relation to equality. After
becoming the first housing association in
Scotland to be awarded the prestigious Leaders
in Diversity accreditation in 2015, further accolades
have come our way, reaffirming our determination
to be fully inclusive in everything we do.
We were delighted to be declared Diversity
Star Performer at the inaugural Herald and
GenAnalytics Diversity Awards in the category
of 250+ employees in October last year.

News and Information

Gail Gourlay, Head of Customer Service, second left and
Jack Marshall, Director of Business Services, third left.
Next to Jack, Coordinator at Markinch, Naomi Anderson.
The ceremony was hosted by Sean Batty, the STV weather
presenter who was a popular Master of Ceremonies at the
recent Tenants’ Conference.

This recognition of success rounded off a busy
2016 for EDI Manager, Rohini. Many of you will
have met her during Tenant Discussion Groups
on equality and diversity which focused on
tenants’ differing expectations and requirements,
allowing Trust Housing Association to take
these into account when designing and
delivering services.

The feedback we receive from satisfaction
surveys is very important to us and helps us to
continually improve the services we provide and
shape them to meet your needs.

For tenants living in our developments which
have staff on site, you will have the opportunity to
complete the survey using iPads at your Annual
Development Meeting (ADM). Your Service
Manager and Property Officer will bring the iPads
on the day and, along with staff working at your
development, will offer support where required
to complete the surveys. We tested this new
approach at four developments – Abbeyhill,
Livingston, Dunfermline and West Lodge
Gardens – in October and the feedback from
tenants was very positive. One of the tenants
said “My son has been saying I should get one of
these gadgets for ages, and I’ve used it now and
it worked really well. I’m really pleased I did it.”
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Pictured at the ceremony are Trust Chief Executive,
Rhona McLeod, second left, followed by Trust employees,
Rohini Sharma Joshi, EDI Manager, and Jackie McLean,
Service Manager as well as Board Vice Chair, John Burke.

Following on from that Trust Housing Association
was named runner-up in the Best Practice in
Involving All category of the Tenants’ Participation
Advisory Service (TPAS) Scotland’s National
Good Practice Awards in November.

In addition, Rohini has been providing training for
staff to raise awareness around equality, diversity
and inclusion. All these activities contribute
towards ensuring that Trust Housing Association
continues to embed the culture of equality in all
its dealings; fostering respect for diversity and
embracing inclusiveness.
Rohini may be contacted on 0131 444 4950 or
via rsharma@trustha.org.uk

News and Information
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Older Peoples’ Services Project

Only Get the Mail and Calls You Want!

We are delighted to have received funding from the Big Lottery Fund to continue this hugely
successful project for another three years. The award of nearly £337,000 will enable the project to
support older people from the ethnic minority communities across Scotland. As well as working
with individuals directly, additional outcomes from this stage of the project will be researched on the
changing needs of ethnic minority older people in Scotland and the setting up of an Ethnic Minority
Older Peoples’ Forum to facilitate future co-operation and change.

Tired of junk mail and phone calls? There is a simple way to stop it! You can register with the Mail
Preference Service (MPS) and with the Telephone Preference Service.

The funding award was recognised by a Motion in the Scottish Parliament tabled by Miles Briggs,
MSP for Lothian.

Happy to Translate (HTT)
Trust has developed and managed HTT to
support organisations to engage with those who
have little or no English, ensuring that information
and services are available to all, in line with
equality legislation. This UK-wide project has
members from the public, private and charity
sectors and now has 90 members.
Member organisations receive various tools and
are trained in their use to help them overcome
language barriers.

The latest addition to HTT is a new mobile app
which staff can use on their mobile phones
and tablets.
If you would like to find out more about HTT,
please contact Dawn Abbott on
0131 444 4997 or dabbott@trustha.org.uk

Contacting Us
Answering your calls! Did you know that all your phone calls are routed to our Edinburgh office? So
whether you phone the Trust Head Office in Edinburgh (0131 444 1200), the Glasgow office (0141
227 1994) or Arran (01770 303 700), it will get picked up in the Edinburgh office and then re-routed.

MPS is a free service set up 20 years ago and funded by the direct mail industry to enable consumers
to have their names and home addresses in the UK removed from lists used by the industry. It is actively
supported by the Royal Mail and all directly involved trade associations and fully supported by the
Information Commissioners Office.
The MPS will prevent the receipt of unsolicited direct mailings sent from member companies of the Direct
Marketing Association (DMA) and will take steps to prevent the receipt of unsolicited direct mailings from
companies which are non-DMA members.
It will not stop mail that has been sent from overseas, un-addressed material (although this can be
stopped through the Your Choice Scheme) or mail addressed to The Occupier. You can expect to
continue to receive mailings from companies with whom you have done business in the past. You may
also receive mailings from small local companies. If you wish these mailings to be stopped, you must
notify these companies directly. It will take up to four months for the service to have full effect although
you should notice a reduction in mail during this period.
You can also register with the MPS to stop getting mail addressed to the person who lived in your home
before you, or to stop getting mail that is addressed to someone who has died.
Registering with the Telephone Preference Service does the same thing to stop unwanted telephone calls.
Registering with the Mail or Telephone Preference Services is FREE.
You can register online at http://www.mpsonline.org.uk or http://www.tpsonline.org.uk
Ask a staff member to help you if you don’t have access to the internet yet.

The Trust Customer Panel has asked that we explain to all tenants why this gives you the best
possible service.
In Edinburgh, we have a team of staff (the Corporate Services Team) who are all able to pick up your
call. This means it is much more likely that you will get through to a person, rather than an answering
machine. As a result your query can be discussed and there is a much better chance that you are
passed on to the right person. The Panel members, who were surprised when they first found out
about this, were happy to agree with it once they understood that it means the service that tenants
get is the best it can be.
So feel free to call the Corporate Services Team – Laurens, Shona and Claire. They will be happy to help!
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Volunteers Are Making a Difference
Across North Lanarkshire
Volunteers are doing wonderful things to enhance tenants’ lives across North Lanarkshire. From being
involved in arranging coffee mornings and knitting bees, to teaching arts and crafts, to accompanying
tenants on trips and outings, their positive impact means they are enhancing the support that Trust staff
can provide. Things are happening that just wouldn’t be possible without the volunteers’ time, energy and
commitment.
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Trust has always welcomed volunteers for that ‘little bit extra’ that they provide in developments. And
now we have a more structured approach to recruiting, selecting and supporting volunteers and the
staff who are managing them locally.
So much so that five of Trust’s developments in North Lanarkshire are working towards their Volunteer
Friendly Awards with Volunteer Action North Lanarkshire (VANL). The two developments in Motherwell –
Mission Place and Ravens Court, together with Houldsworth Court (Wishaw), Dunrobin Gardens (Airdrie)
and Corson Court (Bellshill) will be assessed for their awards in March. So, hopefully, in the next Trust
Talk, there will be photographs from the awards ceremony in June!

News and Information
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Performance Results

Would you like to earn £50?

In each edition of Trust Talk we will give you the latest performance results against a handful
of key performance indictors. The results below are from April to December 2016.

Do you know someone who you think would benefit from being a Trust tenant? If you do, tell them about
us. We’re piloting a new ‘recommend a friend’ incentive for our current Trust tenants. So if you tell a
friend about Trust and they are allocated a property you can claim £50.

80.9% of

complaints
resolved within
timescale

95.3%

of repairs
complete right
first time

You can point anyone you know in our direction. To claim your £50 fill in your details below and ask your
friend to attach this to their application form when they send this in. If applying online they should make a
note in the comments box of your name and contact number.
Please note internal transfers are not applicable for this offer and any recommendations made will follow
our standard allocations procedure.
This offer is valid for applications made up to the 30th June 2017.
Contact us on 0131 444 1200 if you need more details.
Referrers details:

4.8%

days lost to
staff sickness

3.21%

gross rent
arrears
(current &
former)

Average
of

52 days

to re-let
each
vacancy

Name
Address
Postcode
Tel no.
Email address
Signature
Applicant’s details:

2.07%

rent lost due
to vacant
properties

Name
Address
Postcode
Tel no.
Email Address
Signature
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Crossword

Sudoku

Congratulations to Mrs Joan Stevens from our Lauder development who won the last crossword
competition.

Test your numerical skills and have a go at Sudoku. This one’s just for fun.

Complete the crossword by 30th April 2017 and you could win £20 worth of vouchers of your choice!
Return completed crosswords to Stacey Williamson at Trust Housing Association, 12 New Mart
Road, Edinburgh, EH14 1RL.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
1

2
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3

5

6

7

8

11
9

12

10

13

14

11

15

12
14

15

18

16

13

17
16

19
17

18

20

19
20

21

22
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Across

Across
1 - Holy
(6)

Down

Down
1 - Tiny bag (6)

1 - Holy (6)

1 - Tiny bag (6)

4 - Descend down a cliff (6)

2 - Crucial (8)

4 - Descend down a cliff (6)

2 - Crucial (8)

99- -The
Windy City (7)
The Windy City (7)

3 - Fill with high spirits (5)

3 - Fill with high spirits (5)

10
10--Innocently
Innocently (7)(7)

Accept
5 - Accept to 5
be-true
(7)

11--Expulsion
Expulsion from
a country
(5)
11
from
a country

6 - ___ Macpherson:
supermodel
(4)
6 - ___Australian
Macpherson:
Australian

(5)

12 - Venomous snake (5)

7 - Solicitor (6)

14 - ___ Cooper: US rocker (5)

8 - Not in agreement (11)

15 - Bodies of water (5)

13 - Make impossible (8)

12 - Venomous snake (5)

14 - ___ Cooper: US rocker (5)

to be true (7)

7 - Solicitor (6)
8 - Not in agreement (11)

15
of water(5)
(5)
17--Bodies
English racetrack

13 - Make
14 - Characteristics
(7)

18--English
River in Africa
(7)
17
racetrack
(5)

impossible (8)

15 - Small summer-house
(6)
14 - Characteristics

20 - Planet (7)

16 - Bear witness (6)

21 - Musician playing a double-reed instrument (6)

17 - Savoury meat jelly (5)

22 - Distinctive mode of pronunciation (6)

19 - Joan ___ : Spanish artist (4)

18 - River in Africa (7)
20 - Planet (7)

21 - Musician playing a double-reed instrument (6)
22 - Distinctive mode of pronunciation (6)
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supermodel (4)

(7)

15 - Small summer-house (6)
16 - Bear witness (6)
17 - Savoury meat jelly (5)
19 - Joan ___ : Spanish artist (4)

Crossword

Sudoku
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Could you occasionally give us
your opinions on ‘all things Trust’,
without ever leaving your
own armchair?

Your home
& more.

Mop & Shop
If you’re looking for a friendly, professional and affordable service
Home Angels is for you.
Our ‘Home Angels’ provide shopping, cleaning and laundry services,
assistance attending appointments and light lunch preparation.
Contact us about other services we provide.

Please get in touch with Katrina Hamilton on
0131 444 4956 or KHamilton2@trustha.org.uk
to talk through what topics you’d like to cover.

Our rate is charged hourly and we offer a range of payment options.

Call: 0800 917 1971 or email: hangels@trustha.org.uk
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